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Author’s Introduction 
Welcome 
This guide presents a repeatable methodology for troubleshooting 
poorly performing applications. It is designed to help the network 
analyst focus on key network-visible behaviors that influence 
application performance, with the goal of identifying exactly where 
and why transaction delays occur—without the distraction of costly 
red herrings. 

In many cases, the methodology presented here is applied as a drill-
down or deep-dive analysis from a symptom or fault domain identified 
by a complementary application or network monitoring solution, 
especially where ambiguity is unacceptable. In other cases it is applied 
independently, where performance problems may remain invisible to 
or undiagnosable by monitoring solutions. 

It is designed to address typical web or client/server business 
applications—the types where poor performance results in user 
complaints, diminished productivity and lost revenue opportunities. 

Perhaps most importantly, it highlights the tight interaction between 
network conditions, server configurations and application behaviors, 
understanding the critical importance of effective collaboration 
between network, system and application teams. 

The guide includes relevant TCP, network and application background, 
and while it references Dynatrace Network Analyzer as the tool 
example, the guide will be useful even without the product. 

I trust you will find this book useful and hope you enjoy reading it. 
Please feel free to contact me with questions, corrections, concerns, 
anecdotes, or suggestions. 

Gary Kaiser  



 

 

Note About This Book  
Most of the contents of this book originally appeared as a nine-part 
series, Understanding Application Performance on the Network, on the 
Compuware-Dynatrace Performance Blog application-performance-
blog.com. It has been reorganized and streamlined for publication as 
this downloadable eBook—nine sections have been condensed into 
four chapters, which is both easier to read through and more 
convenient for finding just the part you’re looking for. Ultimately, our 
goal is to turn you into a performance-optimizing super hero! 

1. How to be an Application Performance Hero 

2. TCP Behaviors of Interest 

3. Performance Analysis Framework 

4. Go Forth and Be a Hero 

 

About Author Gary Kaiser 
Gary is a Subject Matter Expert in Network Performance Analysis at 
Dynatrace. He has global field enablement responsibilities for 
performance monitoring and analysis solutions embracing emerging 
and strategic technologies, including WAN optimization, thin client 
infrastructures, network forensics, and a unique performance 
management maturity methodology. He is also a co-inventor of 
multiple analysis features and continues to champion the value of 
software-enabled expert network analysis. 
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How to be an Application Performance Hero 
As a network professional, one of your newer roles is likely 
troubleshooting poor application performance. For most of us, our 
jobs have advanced beyond network health, towards sharing—if not 
owning—responsibility for application delivery. There are many 
reasons for this, more justifiable than the adage that the network is 
first to be blamed for performance problems. (Keep in mind your 
application and system peers feel that they are first to be blamed as 
well.)  

This brings two related influencing trends to light. First, increased 
globalization, coupled with (in fact facilitated by) inexpensive 
bandwidth means that the network is becoming a more critical part of 
the business at the same time its constraint is shifting from bandwidth 
to latency. Second, many of the network devices—appliances—that sit 
in the transmission path between remote offices and data centers are 
application-fluent, designed to enhance and speed application 
performance, often by spoofing application behaviors; in fact, many of 
these have evolved in response to problems introduced by increased 
network latency. 

We can narrow the definition of troubleshooting poor application 
performance a bit; often, we refer to it as triage. From the network 
perspective, the goal of triage is to isolate the fault domain to a part of 
the application delivery chain: client, network, server, or the 
application itself. In other words, who owns the problem? Can it be 
isolated to a specific branch office? Does it reside in the data center or 
the cloud? Can it be blamed on the network? Is the new application 
code to blame? Often, the best vantage point for making this 
determination is the network itself, via strategically-placed packet 
capture options such as agents or probes. As we prepare to hand off 
the problem, it is important to gain enough confidence in the evidence 
that the problem can be assigned to the appropriate team; this is 
accomplished through process, expertise, and product, and we focus 
primarily on the first two in this guide. 

In an ideal world, your Application Performance Management (APM) 
solution or your Application-Aware Network Performance 
Management (AANPM) solution would automatically isolate the fault 



 

 

domain for you, providing all the diagnostic evidence you need to take 
the appropriate corrective actions. The reality is that this isn’t always 
the case; intermittent problems, unexpected application or network 
behaviors, inefficient configuration settings, or just a desire for more 
concrete proof mean that manual packet-based troubleshooting 
remains a frequent exercise. And although it may seem like there may 
be an unlimited number of root causes of poor application 
performance, and that trial and error, guesswork and finger-pointing 
are valid courses of action, the reality is much simpler. 

In this guide, I’ll identify the very limited realm of possible 
performance constraints, discuss how to measure and quantify their 
impact, illustrate these using network packet trace diagrams, and offer 
meaningful and supportable actions you might evaluate to correct the 
problem. Understanding how to detect these (there are twelve) will 
help you troubleshoot faster, more accurately, with greater insight, 
while collaborating more effectively with your application and system 
peers. 

Focus 
I assume a client/server or request/reply paradigm, with TCP as the 
transport; this covers virtually all of what we might refer to as 
interactive business applications. This will include web-based apps, fat 
client apps, file server access, file transfers, backups, etc. and 
specifically excludes voice and video streaming as well as the 
presentation tier of thin-client solutions that use protocols such as ICA 
and PCoIP. 

Organization of this Guide 
First, I cover important terminology along with the measurement 
fundamentals used to analyze performance, providing the foundation 
required to effectively understand the analysis steps. 

I then review a handful of performance-related TCP behaviors that I’ll 
use for the analyses, using illustrations to add clarity. Even the reader 
with a solid understanding of TCP should at least skim this section, as I 
highlight how these behaviors affect performance as well as how they 
manifest themselves in network trace files. 



 

 

I then describe the analyses themselves, defining and illustrating the 
at-fault behavior and suggesting approaches to correct the problem. 

The methodology is based on best practices I have adopted working 
with many customers around the globe and across various industries. 
The overall approach is partly generic, partly specific to Dynatrace 
Network Analyzer (DNA). I emphasize process and expertise over 
product; even if you use a different protocol analysis product, you will 
be able to gain value from the discussions and illustrations. 

How To Make The Most Of This Book 
I’ve created a few diagrammatic conventions to illustrate network and 
application contention and congestion, and these are used in many of 
the figures throughout the book. I’ve included a descriptive diagram 
and key (Fig 1) to explain these. 

There are also a few terms I use in specific ways that you may have 
seen used in different ways. I define my use of these in this section. 
More importantly, these are some of the key terms you’ll need to 
understand as you apply the lessons of this book to your own work. So 
I’ve gone to some pains to be thorough and specific.  

I think you’ll find this section a handy reference as you return to these 
issues in the future. 

Diagram Conventions 

Throughout the guide I will use packet flow diagrams to illustrate 
transaction and message flow behaviors on the network, and TCP’s 
influence on these flows. Some are drawings to illustrate concepts and 
theory, while others are screenshots from Dynatrace Network 
Analyzer to illustrate specific performance bottlenecks. The 
conventions are simple: 

• Each arrow represents one TCP packet 

• Blue arrows are used to represent data packets 

• Red arrows are used to represent TCP ACK packets 

• The slope of the arrow represents network delay 

• Time flows from top to bottom 



 

 

 

Fig 1: Diagrammatic conventions used in this eBook. 

What is a Transaction? 

We will frequently use the term transaction in the context of the user, 
which we define as the unit of work that an application performs on 
behalf of a user; we sometimes describe it as “Click (or Enter key) to 
screen update.” Note that this term is frequently used to mean 
different things; a business transaction may refer to a sequence of 
steps a user performs to complete a task, while network probes may 
define transaction to reference session-layer request-response 
exchanges, which I will discuss next. 

Transactions in the user context represent an important demarcation 
point, as it represents the performance metric important to the 
business, to the user, and to IT. The time a user waits for the system to 
execute a transaction impacts higher-level business productivity, and 



 

 

is dictated by the performance of lower-level IT-managed hardware, 
software and services. 

 

Fig 2: Transaction performance sits at the intersection of business and IT metrics 

Request/Reply Paradigm 

For each transaction, there will be at least one application-level 
request and one corresponding application-level reply. These can be 
considered application messages, sometimes referred to as 
application-layer protocol data units (PDUs). At the application layer, a 
request message is passed to the client TCP stack (TCP socket) for 
segmentation (into packets), addressing, and transmission; these 
lower layer stack functions are essentially transparent to the 
application. At the receiving end (the server), the data from the 
network packets is reassembled into the application layer message 
and delivered to the listener service for processing. Once processing is 
complete, the application passes the reply message to the server’s TCP 
stack, and the message contents are similarly segmented and 
transferred across the network to the client. The performance of these 
request/reply message exchanges is constrained by two factors; 



 

 

message processing (at the server or client) and message transmission 
(across the network). 

It is helpful, then, to consider this request/reply message exchange as 
the basis for performance analysis. The reassembled messages 
represent our network-centric insight into the transaction, while the 
packets visible in the trace file inform us how efficiently the network 
transports these messages. 

Application Threads 

Directly related to this request/reply paradigm is the concept of 
network threads. These differ from operating system threads—
defined as a sequence of programmed instructions that can be 
managed by a scheduler—but are conceptually similar. We define 
network threads as a complete unit of work that a client requests of a 
remote server, generally identified as the smallest unit of work that is 
meaningful to a developer. Much of the time, a thread is a single 
request/reply exchange. For example, an HTTP GET is an example of a 
thread with a single exchange; so are SMB READ commands and 
Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs). Exceptions include database queries; a 
SELECT statement may incur many FETCH commands to retrieve the 
results; the developer might care about the syntax of the SELECT 
statement, but have no control over the FETCHes executed by the 
client. 

Thread performance is influenced by processing delay at the server 
(while the request is being processed) as well as by network delays (as 
the request and reply messages are transported across the network). 
Threads are a way of grouping and labeling request/reply exchanges, 
and facilitate effective communication with application teams. 

From Application Message to Network Packets 

Most application layer messages will require more than one data 
packet, as their content is typically larger than the maximum segment 
or packet payload size (MSS), commonly 1460 bytes. The packets 
associated with a request or reply message can be considered a 
message-level flow; grouped together, their timings represent the 
impact that the network has on the flow. 

The diagrams below begin to illustrate a simple transaction comprised 
of two request/reply exchanges. The first is an application-centric view, 



 

 

showing the request and reply message exchanges while masking or 
abstracting the network packets.  

 

Fig 3: Simple client server request/reply message exchange, abstracted to an 
application perspective. 

The second reveals underlying network packet flows, where each 
message is transported in 3 data packets. 



 

 

 

Fig 4: Request and reply messages are transported across the network in flows of 
packets. 

Application Turns and Chattiness 

Each request/reply message exchange represents one application 
turn, or network round-trip, for a given transaction. Each of the two 
diagrams above illustrates two application turns. Application turns are 
of interest because they help quantify a transaction’s chattiness, a key 
characteristic of an application’s sensitivity to network latency or 
network round-trip time. 

I’ve already started with the premise that we are evaluating 
applications that adhere to a request/reply paradigm, and that use 
TCP (not UDP) as a transport. It can be helpful to further classify these 
transactions based on their chattiness. How many request/reply 
exchanges are used? How much information is transferred in each 
exchange? (The opposite of chatty is sometimes called chunky; I don’t 
like that term, so will avoid using it.) A simple—and often simplistic—



 

 

view defines a transaction’s chattiness as directly proportional to the 
number of application turns; the higher the number of turns, the 
chattier it is. You could refine this by calculating the number of 
payload bytes per application turn, adding an efficiency context. In this 
case, a 10-turn transaction that transfers 1KB is much chattier than a 
10-turn transaction that transfers 1000KB. Assuming the transaction’s 
intent is to transfer important data (instead of carelessly bloated 
requests), the latter is much more efficient than the former. 

Parallelization—performing multiple requests in parallel, as might be 
done on concurrent TCP connections, common in web browsers—can 
mitigate the impact of chattiness, but the relationship between latency 
and application turns remains important when considering 
performance. 

Let’s consider two simple examples: 

1. A client/server database application 

2. A file transfer using FTP 

The database application uses discrete SQL queries, and the result set 
from one query consists of 1000 database records, each 1KB in size; 
the client retrieves each record individually with a FETCH statement. 
The FTP file is 1,000KB in size (we can presume for our argument that 
it’s the same data set from the database). The client makes a single 
request for the file, which is returned as a single message flow or 
stream. The database transaction would be considered extremely 
chatty, incurring about 1000 application turns, while the FTP 
transaction is the opposite—not chatty at all, using just one application 
turn to retrieve the file. The database transaction incurs 1 turn per 
1KB, while the FTP transaction incurs 1 turn per 1GB. 



 

 

 

Fig 5: A chatty transaction; the client explicitly requests information in small 
increments. 



 

 

 

Fig 6: The opposite of a chatty transaction; the client makes a single request for all the 
information. 

This example doesn’t imply that the chatty database transaction is bad: 
it just illustrates that it will be very sensitive to latency. The transaction 
may run quite fast when the client and server are co-located on a low-
latency LAN segment, but will slow down dramatically when separated 
by a high-latency WAN link. We can generalize that a chatty transaction 
will be much more sensitive to network latency than a transaction that 
is not chatty; understanding this particular characteristic of a 
transaction will help steer you more directly towards specific 
performance analyses that are more likely to apply to the problem you 
are looking to solve. 

Calculating Processing and Sending Time 

As we look to analyze a transaction’s performance, we will want to 
examine the factors that influence the transfer of these request and 
reply messages across the network, distinguishing these from the 
node delays associated with client and server processing. Expanding 



 

 

the detail of our request/reply flow diagram, we can allocate a 
transaction’s delay into four initial categories: 

• Client message sending time 

• Server processing time 

• Server message sending time 

• Client processing time 

 

Fig 7: Adding TCP flow control illustrates how message flows can be constrained by 
network conditions. Here we diagram key request/reply measurements used for 
performance analysis. 

The server node processing measurement begins at the point when 
the server has received the last packet in the client request flow 
(Callout 1); this packet represents the end of the request message. The 
server processing delay ends with the first packet of the reply flow 
(Callout 2); this packet represents the beginning of the reply message. 

The server node sending measurement begins as the server transmits 
the first packet of the reply flow (Callout 2), and ends with the last 
packet of the reply flow (Callout 3); this flow, or grouping of packets, 
represents the entire message as it is transported across the network. 



 

 

Since the measurement is taken from the server’s perspective, we 
don’t include the time it takes for the last packet to traverse the 
network in the calculation of server sending time. Client node 
processing and node sending measurements are similarly calculated 
as illustrated. 

2. TCP Behaviors of Interest 
While TCP/IP is a very broad topic, there are a handful of behaviors 
that are fundamental to a thorough understanding of performance 
analysis. I’ll introduce them here and reference them, sometimes 
adding additional detail, in the analysis section. 

The Three-Way Handshake 
In order to communicate remotely, a TCP application must open a TCP 
connection to a remote host. This may happen infrequently, if the 
application maintains the connection for long periods of time, or it 
may happen quite often if the application closes connections quickly. 
Database and file server applications are examples of applications that 
tend to have long-lived TCP connections, while web browsing will use 
many quite ephemeral connections. 

A new TCP connection is established using a three-way handshake, 
often referred to using packet labels as SYN/SYN/ACK. Included in the 
exchange are important parameters such as each node’s TCP receive 
window size, a Window Scaling option, and the Maximum Segment 
Size (MSS). The packet trace timestamps on the SYN/SYN/ACK packets 
can be used to accurately determine the network path delay at that 
point in time, regardless of whether the capture was taken at the client 
or server location. When examining a client trace, the round-trip delay 
is the delta time between the SYN and the SYN/ACK response; from a 
server trace, the round-trip delay is the delta time between the 
SYN/ACK and the ACK. 



 

 

 

Fig 8: Using SYN/SYN/ACK timestamps to determine network round-trip time. 

The Maximum Segment Size (MSS) 
Once a TCP connection has been established, the nodes can begin to 
exchange application-layer messages. As mentioned earlier, 
application messages—requests and replies—are segmented by the 
TCP stack for transmission on the network. The negotiated MSS 
determines the amount of payload each packet can carry, and the 
maximum value of 1460 bytes is common. Of course many application 
messages are larger than this, and will require multiple packets to 
transfer. 

The MSS itself has little direct impact on performance. It is true that a 
smaller MSS will cause greater protocol overhead; that is, the 
percentage of network traffic that represents application payload 
diminishes as the MSS is reduced. On bandwidth-limited networks, this 
may be interesting, but in general, we can discount this overhead. 

The MSS does, however, have an impact on TCP slow start and the 
congestion window used for avoiding congestion, since these 
algorithms use packet counts—not byte counts—as their control 
metric. It may also impact behaviors that are affected by the Delayed 
ACK timer, such as application windowing and the Nagle algorithm. In 
preparation for these discussion topics I mention the MSS here. 



 

 

TCP Slow Start and the Congestion Window (CWD) 
On a newly established connection, TCP has no inherent 
understanding of the characteristics of the network; it could be a 
switched connection on a high-speed LAN to a server in the next room, 
or it could be a low-bandwidth, already congested connection to a 
server halfway around the globe. In an effort to be a good network 
citizen, TCP uses a slow start algorithm, beginning by sending a small 
amount of data and then ramping up (actually rather quickly) as 
acknowledgements are received. A TCP sender uses an internally-
maintained congestion window (CWD) which identifies how many 
packets may be transmitted without being acknowledged; the initial 
window size is typically two packets, and is increased as 
acknowledgements are received. 



 

 

Fig 9: An illustration of a server ramping up through TCP slow start at the beginning of 
a new TCP connection. 

The CWD will continue to increase, allowing greater throughput, until 
one of three conditions is met: 

Condition Determined by 

Receiver’s TCP Window limit Receiver’s TCP Window size 

Congestion detected (via packet loss) Triple Duplicate ACK 

Maximum write block size Application configuration 



 

 

 

 

TCP Reliability 
TCP ensures reliable delivery of data through its sliding window 
approach to managing byte sequences and acknowledgements. 
Among other things, this sequencing allows a receiver to inform the 
sender of missing data caused by packet loss in multi-packet flows. 
Independently, a sender may detect packet loss through the expiration 
of its retransmission timer. I will look at the behavior and performance 
penalty associated with each of these cases; generally, the impact of 
packet loss will depend on both the characteristics of the flow and the 
position of the dropped packet within the flow. 

The TCP Retransmission Timer 
Each packet a node sends is associated with a retransmission timer; if 
the timer expires before the sent data has been acknowledged, it is 
considered lost and retransmitted. There are two characteristics of the 
retransmission timer that relate directly to performance. First, the 
default value for the initial retransmission timeout (RTO) is almost 
always 3000 milliseconds; this is adjusted to a more reasonable value 
as TCP observes the actual path round-trip times. Second, the timeout 
value is doubled for subsequent retransmissions of a packet. 

 



 

 

Fig 10: Packet loss is assumed by the sender when its retransmission timer expires 
prior to receiving an acknowledgement. 

In small flows (a common characteristic of chatty transactions—such 
as web pages), the retransmission timer is the method often used to 
detect packet loss. Consider a request message of just 1000 bytes, 
sent in a single packet; if this packet is dropped, there will of course be 
no acknowledgement; the receiver has no idea the packet was sent. If 
the packet is dropped early in the life of a TCP connection—perhaps 
one of the SYN packets during the TCP 3-way handshake, or an initial 
GET request or a 304 Not Modified response—the dropped packet will 
be retransmitted only after 3 seconds have elapsed. 

Triple Duplicate ACK 
Within larger flows, a dropped packet may be detected before the 
retransmission time expires if the sender receives three duplicate 
ACKs; this is generally more efficient (faster) than waiting for the 
retransmission timer to expire. As the receiving node receives packets 
that are out of sequence (i.e., after the missing packet data should 
have been seen), it sends duplicate ACKs, the acknowledgement 
number repeatedly referencing the expected (missing) packet data. 
When the sending node receives the third duplicate ACK, it assumes 
the packet was in fact lost (not just delayed) and retransmits it. This 
event causes the sender to assume network congestion and to reduce 
its congestion window by 50%, allowing congestion to subside. The 
congestion avoidance algorithm now begins to increment the CWD at 
a rate more conservative than TCP slow start. 

For example, consider a server sending a large file to a client; the 
sending node is ramping up through slow start. As the CWD reaches 
24, earlier packet loss is detected via a triple duplicate ACK; the lost 
data is retransmitted, and the CWD is reduced to 12. The congestion 
avoidance algorithm replaces slow start as the control mechanism for 
incrementing the CWD. 

Some TCP stacks support Selective Acknowledgements (SACKs), which 
can improve the speed of recovery from multiple dropped packets; for 
our discussion here, the effect on the CWD remains the same. 



 

 

The TCP Receive Window 
A function of TCP’s sliding window protocol, the receiver’s window 
advertisements inform the sender how much buffer space is available 
for the connection—effectively, how much data can be sent safely 
without concern about buffer overflow. As packets arrive they are 
acknowledged as successfully received (the TCP ACK number); as data 
is read from the receive buffer, space is freed and advertised to the 
sender (the TCP window size). Often, these two events happen 
simultaneously (at least from our network perspective), and each ACK 
packet also advertises a full receive window. However, if the receiving 
node experiences a delay reading the data from the buffer, the 
acknowledgement packet will advertise a reduced window size. In the 
extreme case, the receiving node runs out of buffer space and will 
advertise a window size of 0, effectively halting the flow. Once buffer 
space becomes available (generally a full window), the receiving node 
will send a window update to inform the sender. In this way, the 
receiver can control the flow of data from the sender. 



 

 

 

Fig 11: The receiver’s TCP stack is acknowledging the recent of data, but the application 
is unable to read this data from the buffer. Once the data has been read, a window 
update is sent. 

The silly window syndrome is a condition addressed by a set of 
algorithms designed to prevent silly TCP window behavior—namely, 
the exchange of small packets intended to fill a small amount of 
remaining space in the buffer. This will be pertinent to the receiver 
flow control discussion, as a sending node will treat an advertised 
window size smaller than the maximum segment size (MSS) the same 
as a window 0 event; that is, it will stop transmitting and wait for a 
larger advertised window. 

Long Fat Networks (LFNs) 
High-speed, high-latency networks, sometimes referred to as Long Fat 
Networks, can carry a lot of data; on these networks, small receive 
window sizes can limit throughput to a fraction of the available 



 

 

bandwidth. These two factors—bandwidth and latency—combine to 
influence the potential impact of a given TCP window size. LFNs make 
it possible—common, even—for a sender to transmit very fast (high 
bandwidth) an entire TCP window’s worth of data, having then to wait 
until the packets reach the distant remote site (high latency) so that 
acknowledgements can be returned, informing the sender of 
successful data delivery and available receive buffer space. 

 

Fig 12: On this LFN, the sender transmits a full window, then waits for window updates 
before continuing. As these window updates arrive, the sender slides the window and 
may transmit more data. 

The math (and physics) concepts are straightforward. As the network 
speed increases, data can be clocked out onto the wire more quickly; 
the bits are literally closer together. As latency increases, these bits 
take longer to traverse the network from sender to receiver; more bits 
can fit on the wire. As LFNs become more common, exhausting a 



 

 

receiver’s TCP window becomes increasingly problematic for some 
types of applications. 

The Bandwidth Delay Product (BDP) 
The Bandwidth Delay Product is a simple formula used to calculate the 
maximum amount of data that can exist on the network (referred to as 
bits or bytes in flight) based on a link’s bandwidth and latency 
characteristics: 

• Bandwidth (bps) x RTT (seconds) = bits in flight 

• Divide the result by 8 for bytes in flight 

If the BDP (in bytes) exceeds the value of a session’s TCP window, then 
the TCP session will not be able to use all of the available bandwidth; 
instead, throughput will be limited by the receive window (assuming 
no other constraints, of course). 

The BDP can also be used to calculate the maximum throughput 
(bandwidth) of a TCP connection given a fixed receive window size: 

• Bandwidth = (window size *8)/RTT(seconds) 

In the not-too-distant past, the TCP window had a maximum value of 
65535 bytes; while the TCP window scaling option allows for 
negotiated window sizes to reach 1GB and is now widely implemented, 
many factors limit its practical utility. For example, firewalls, load 
balancers and server configurations may purposely disable the 
feature. So the reality is that we often still need to pay attention to the 
TCP window size when considering the performance of applications 
that transfer large amounts of data, particularly on enterprise LFNs. 

As an example, consider a company with offices in New York and San 
Francisco; they need to replicate a large database each night, and have 
secured a 20Mbps network connection with 85 milliseconds of round-
trip delay. Our BDP calculation tell us that the BDP is 212,500 
(20,000,000 * .085 *8); in other words, a single TCP connection would 
require a 212KB window in order to take advantage of all of the 
bandwidth. The BDP calculation also tell us that the configured TCP 
window size of 65535 will permit approximately 6Mbps throughput 
(65535*8/.085), less than � of the link’s capacity. 



 

 

The Delayed ACK Timer and Common ACK timing 
Beyond being important for (reasonably) accurate packet flow 
diagrams, understanding normal TCP ACK timing can help in the 
effective diagnosis of certain types of performance problems. I will 
look at a couple of these in the analysis section. 

In general, a receiving node will: 

• acknowledge every second packet immediately 

• acknowledge a single packet if the Delayed ACK timer expires 
before a second packet arrives 

The Delayed ACK timer typically defaults to 200 milliseconds, at least 
on Microsoft platforms. 

 

Fig 13: ACK every second packet, or a single packet after the Delayed ACK timer expires 

In some environments, the behavior may differ; for example, changing 
the acknowledgement frequency from every two packets to every 
packet is an approach to circumventing certain problems related to 
delayed ACKs, while shorter Delayed ACK timers may be observed in 
non-Microsoft environments. 



 

 

This understanding of ACK timing can also help you determine 
network latency when SYN/SYN/ACK timings are not available, or when 
point-in-time delays are of interest. (This approach requires that the 
node where the capture is taken—client or server—transmits flows 
consisting of two or more packets.) Since every second transmitted 
packet triggers an immediate ACK from the remote node, matching 
the sequence number of the transmitted packet to the ACK number of 
the TCP acknowledgement provides a reliable round-trip time 
measurement—as long as we ignore delayed ACKs. 

The Nagle Algorithm 
The Nagle algorithm was designed to help reduce network overhead 
by delaying the transmission of a small packet (i.e., <MSS) until all 
previously transmitted packets have been acknowledged. The goal was 
to prevent a node from transmitting many small packets if the 
application delivers data to the socket rather slowly. The usefulness of 
the algorithm—and thankfully, the frequency with which it is applied—
have both diminished dramatically; however, you may still encounter 
it, as the option still exists in most environments. 

To begin to understand the impact of the Nagle algorithm, consider a 
request or reply flow; chances are, the size of the flow is not an exact 
multiple of the MSS. Therefore, the last packet of the flow will be 
smaller than the MSS. With Nagle enabled, this last packet will not be 
transmitted until the previous (penultimate) packet has been 
acknowledged. In the best case, the penultimate packet represents an 
even-numbered packet, triggering an immediate acknowledgement 
from the receiver which in turn releases the final (small) packet; the 
Nagle penalty in this case is equal to one network round-trip for the 
flow. Should the penultimate packet be an odd-numbered packet, 
however, the receiver will not acknowledge it until the Delayed ACK 
timer expires; the penalty becomes one network round-trip plus 
approximately 200 milliseconds. 

3. Performance Analysis Framework 
I’ll use the above discussions—the request/reply paradigm, the 
calculation of processing and sending delays, and the handful of TCP 



 

 

behaviors—to introduce a performance analysis framework. This 
framework identifies 12 potential performance bottlenecks related to 
client, network or server constraints. A few of these are rather 
uncommon, while some are unlikely to have a significant impact on 
performance; they are included here for completeness, and also 
because troubleshooting often implies diagnosing the unexpected. (If 
it were simple, you wouldn’t need this guide.) 

The list should be comprehensive; that is, whatever the transaction’s 
bottleneck is, it should—rather clearly—fall into one (or perhaps more 
than one) of these categories. (If it doesn’t, maybe I’ve missed 
something; please let me know.) In fact, every transaction—no matter 
how well it performs—will have some performance bottleneck, 
although it may be quite uninteresting or insignificant. You may add 
further focus by applying the context of the environment; is bandwidth 
limited? If so, likely suspects, or at least starting points, would be 
bandwidth and congestion. Is the transaction very chatty? You might 
jump directly to the Chattiness and Latency section. Alternatively—and 
perhaps a good idea for the first few analyses—you can evaluate for 
each bottleneck. 

The analyses assume the theoretical knowledge covered in the TCP 
Behaviors section of this guide. I reference these behaviors frequently 
where they apply, along with occasional additional insight. In balancing 
readability with depth, I’ve tried to avoid too much redundancy, and 
have admittedly glossed over some of the behavioral nuances, instead 
focusing on typical behaviors from which permutations should remain 
recognizable. 

One caveat; look for consistency. If possible, it is always worthwhile to 
capture and evaluate multiple samples of a poorly performing 
transaction; this practice can help you avoid chasing red herrings, 
instead focusing your efforts on consistent performance constraints. 
On the other hand, if you are troubleshooting intermittent slowdowns, 
anomalies may be important, and capturing a fleeting problem may in 
fact be the most difficult part of the assignment. 

Bottleneck Analysis Checklist 
• Server Processing Delays 



 

 

• Client Processing Delays 

• Bandwidth Constraints 

• Congestion 

• Packet Loss 

• Receiver Flow Control (Window 0) 

• TCP Window and the Bandwidth Delay Product 

• Chattiness and Latency 

• Application Windowing 

• Starved for Data 

• The Nagle Algorithm 

• TCP Slow start 

Server Processing Delays 
Referencing the request/reply paradigm, the time period between the 
end of a request flow and the beginning of the corresponding reply 
flow is allocated to server processing. (In most cases, flows on the 
same TCP connection can be considered serial in nature; therefore, a 
reply flow can be considered as corresponding, or directly related to, 
the immediately preceding request flow on the same TCP connection.) 
Generally speaking, the server doesn’t begin processing a request until 
it has received the entire flow, i.e., the last packet in the request 
message; similarly, the server doesn’t begin sending the reply until it 
has finished processing the request. I sometimes refer to these delays 
between flows as pure processing delays, distinct from another type of 
intra-flow processing delay we call starved for data and discuss later. 
Server processing delays occur as a result of a request message, and 
therefore always occur within a thread. 

Dynatrace Network Analyzer Illustrations 

These pure server processing delays are generally relatively simple to 
detect, to understand, and to prove. Dynatrace Network Analyzer’s 
Node Processing table lists all of the observed processing delays for a 
transaction in tabular format; by splitting this table with the Bounce 
Diagram and highlighting a row of interest, the Bounce Diagram will 



 

 

display the last packet of the request flow and the first packet of the 
corresponding reply flow, effectively diagramming the measurement. 

 

Fig 14: Use the Node Processing Table split with the Bounce Diagram to illustrate node 
processing delays 

You may also use the Thread Analysis view split with the Bounce 
Diagram; this will provide a view of the request and reply packet flows 
as well as the processing measurement. 

 

Fig 15: Split the Thread View with the Bounce Diagram to illustrate the request flow, 
node processing delay, and the reply flow 



 

 

Some tasks will use protocols that Dynatrace Network Analyzer does 
not decode, or that may be encrypted; the Thread view may show a 
single thread (a single TCP connection) with many request and reply 
flows (i.e., many application turns). Since the Node Sending table lists 
all request and reply flows independent from any application decode, 
it can also be used. Sort the table in ascending order by the Start Time 
column; each pair of rows in the sorted table will represent one 
request/reply exchange. Split the table with the Bounce Diagram and 
highlight two adjacent rows (client sending and server sending) for a 
similar illustration of the request/reply exchange and the processing 
delay. 

Fig 16: Use the sorted Node Sending Table split with the Bounce Diagram to illustrate 
generic request/reply exchanges in the absence of a thread decode. 

Corrective Actions 

Application and server monitoring solutions will dictate corrective 
actions for server processing delays. These may include application 
changes, server tuning, increasing server performance, and may be 
dependent on backend tier delays. It is quite helpful to provide as 
much application-level detail as possible when collaborating with the 



 

 

application team; Dynatrace Network Analyzer’s Thread Analysis 
provides meaningful context for the handoff. 

Client Processing Delays 
From the network’s perspective, the time period between the end of a 
reply flow and the beginning of the next request flow is allocated to 
client processing. Generally speaking, the client cannot begin 
processing a reply until it has received the entire reply flow, i.e., the 
last packet of the reply message. Similarly, the client doesn’t begin 
sending the next (new) request until it has completed processing the 
reply. (This correlation applies to request/reply flows on the same TCP 
connection, and discounts HTTP pipelining.) 

Dynatrace Network Analyzer Illustrations 

Similar to server processing delays, client delays are relatively simple 
to understand. In most cases, client delays occur between threads; in 
other words, after one thread has completed but before the next 
thread begins. For tasks with thread-level decodes, Dynatrace Network 
Analyzer’s Thread Analysis Gantt chart view can illustrate these delays 
well. 

 

Fig 17: Gaps between threads are associated with client processing delays, as the task 
is assumed to represent a single transaction. 

If the task has a small number of threads, you can use the Gantt chart 
directly. For larger or more complex tasks, you may want to split the 
node processing table with the Thread Analysis view. Highlight a client 
node processing row to focus the Thread view to display the gap 
between threads. 

Discounting Client Processing 

Note the strict adherence to the definition of a transaction here; click 
to screen update. If the task has multiple steps—say the user navigates 
through a series of transactions—then the user think time between 
steps will appear as client processing delay, with corresponding gaps 



 

 

between threads. You may still use these multi-step tasks for analysis, 
remembering to discount client processing delays. Alternatively, you 
can save each step as a separate task by selecting a sequence of 
threads from the Thread table. 

Corrective Actions 

Corrective actions mirror those suggested for server processing 
bottlenecks. Visibility into the logical and physical performance 
constraints on the client machine can be gained by using a 
performance analysis monitor or tool set. For browser-based clients, 
dynaTrace Ajax Edition, Google PageSpeed and ySlow (all free) provide 
helpful performance tuning insight. 

Bandwidth Constraints 
I’ll define bandwidth delay as the serialization delay encountered as 
bits are clocked out onto the network medium. Most important for 
performance analysis is what is often referred to as the bottleneck 
bandwidth—the speed of the link at its slowest point—as this will be 
the primary influencer on the packet arrival rate at the destination. 
Each packet incurs the serialization delay dictated by the link speed; 
for example, at 4Mbps, a 1500 byte packet takes approximately 3 
milliseconds to be serialized. Extending this bandwidth calculation to 
an entire transaction is relatively straightforward. Observe the number 
of bytes sent and received and multiply that by 8 bits, then divide by 
the bottleneck link speed, understanding that asymmetric links may 
have different upstream and downstream speeds. Technically, there 
will be a small difference between the number of bytes observed in 
the LAN packet trace and the number of bytes transmitted on the 
WAN link; this is due to framing differences. For example, an Ethernet 
header may be 14 bytes; this header is stripped at the edge router and 
replaced with a WAN header specific to the link, perhaps 6 bytes in 
length, for a difference of 8 bytes. Depending on your interest in 
precision, you may choose to ignore this difference. (The margin of 
error depends on the transaction’s average packet size, and may range 
from < 1% up to about 13%.) 

Bandwidth constraints impact only the data transfer periods within a 
transaction– the request and reply flows. Each flow also incurs (at a 
minimum) additional delay due to network latency, as the first bit 



 

 

traverses the network from sender to receiver; TCP flow control or 
other factors may introduce further delays. (As a transaction’s 
chattiness increases, its sensitivity to network latency increases and 
the overall impact of bandwidth tends to decrease, becoming 
overshadowed by latency.) 

Dynatrace Network Analyzer Illustrations 

One way to frame the question is “does the transaction use all of the 
available bandwidth?” The simplest way to visualize this is to graph 
throughput in each direction, comparing uni-directional throughput 
with the link’s measured bandwidth. If the answer is yes, then the 
transaction’s bottleneck is bandwidth; if the answer is no, then there is 
some other constraint limiting performance. (A “no” answer doesn’t 
mean that bandwidth isn’t a significant, or even the dominant, 
constraint; it simply means that there are other factors that prevent 
the transaction from reaching the bandwidth limitation. The formula 
we used to calculate the impact of bandwidth still applies as a 
definition of the contribution of bandwidth to the overall transaction 
time.) 

 

Fig 18: Throughput for this FTP transfer is frequently limited by the 10Mbps available 
bandwidth 



 

 

Networks are of course generally shared resources; when there are 
multiple connections on a link, TCP flow control will prevent a single 
flow from using all of the available bandwidth as it detects and adjusts 
for congestion. I’ll examine the impact of congestion next, but 
fundamentally, the diagnosis is the same; bandwidth limitations 
constrain throughput. 

Corrective Actions 

Corrective actions focus on the physical—increasing bandwidth—or 
the logical—decreasing the amount of data transferred. Data 
compression is a common method for the latter that has been around 
for decades, with more recent WAN optimization approaches offering 
further options for data reduction. Caching, interface simplification, 
and thin client solutions may also provide relief. 

Congestion 
Congestion occurs when data arrives at a network interface at a rate 
faster than the media can service; when this occurs, packets must wait 
in an output queue until earlier packets have been serviced. These 
queue delays add to the end-to-end network delay, with a potentially 
significant effect on both chatty and non-chatty transactions. (Chatty 
transactions will be impacted due to the increase in round-trip delay, 
while non-chatty transactions may be impacted by TCP flow control 
and congestion avoidance algorithms.) 

For a given flow, congestion initially reduces the rate of TCP slow 
start’s ramp by slowing increases to the sender’s Congestion Window 
(CWD); it also adds to the delay component of the Bandwidth Delay 
Product (BDP), increasing the likelihood of exhausting the receiver’s 
TCP window. I will discuss both of these later in the guide. 

As congestion becomes more severe, a router’s queue along the path 
may become full. If packets arrive at a rate that exceeds the queue’s 
storage capacity, some packets must be discarded. Routers employ 
various algorithms to determine which packets should be dropped, 
perhaps attempting to distribute congestion’s impact among multiple 
connections, or to more significantly impact lower-priority traffic. 
When TCP detects these dropped packets (by a triple-duplicate ACK, 
for example), congestion is the assumed cause. As I discussed in the 
TCP Behaviors section, this will cause TCP to reduce its Congestion 



 

 

Window (CWD) by 50%, after which the sender will use a more 
conservative congestion avoidance algorithm to resume increases to 
the CWD. 

Dynatrace Network Analyzer Illustration 

We know that a network path has some minimum amount of delay, in 
theory based purely on distance and route processing; we define that 
as path latency. Any delay above this amount can be attributed to 
congestion. (While we generally consider congestion to be related to 
link utilization’s impact on router queues, it can also be introduced by 
processing delays; for example, a busy firewall may experience a delay 
in examining a packet, adding to end-to-end delay and to our 
definition—and measurement—of congestion.) 

The most accurate method of measuring congestion from a packet 
trace is to capture at both client and server locations, merging the two 
trace files together using Dynatrace Network Analyzer’s remote merge 
function. This approach assures accurate send and receive timestamps 
for every packet. We can then analyze transit time over the course of 
the transaction; transit times above the minimum observed value are 
presumed to be caused by congestion. 

To illustrate congestion, use the Time Plot view to graph one-way 
packet transit times, comparing the delta between minimum and 
maximum delays. You may find very short bursts of congestion 
affecting only a small handful of packets, or perhaps more consistent 
congestion that affects most of the packets for a transaction. 



 

 

 

Fig 19: Time Plot view showing minimal congestion by graphing packet transit times; 
average transit time is 103 milliseconds, only three seconds above the minimum (base) 
path latency. 



 

 

 

Fig 20: Time Plot View showing severe congestion; base latency is five milliseconds, 
average transit time is 141 milliseconds, and peak transit time is over 1000 
milliseconds. 

I generally find it reasonable to make the assumption that the 
minimum observed transit time in a merged task is equal to idle path 
delay—in other words, at least one packet in the trace succeeded in 
traversing the network without encountering any significant 
congestion. After all, the goal is not to calculate precisely the impact of 
congestion, but rather to prove that congestion is an important 
contributing bottleneck by estimating its impact. 

Dynatrace Network Analyzer’s Active Latency Detection (ALD) can be 
used in place of merging client and server traces; the patented feature 
is designed to detect variations in path delay during the transaction’s 
execution and include this information in the resulting task 
adjustment. For this reason, this is a valid approach for evaluating 
congestion. On the other hand, the heuristic auto-adjust (or its 
predecessor, the manual Single Trace Adjust) is not well-suited to 
identify congestion; the adjustment uses only a single round-trip value 
for packet delay and therefore will mask congestion, instead 
attributing any queuing delays to remote node processing. 



 

 

Corrective Actions 

Addressing congestion can be as simple as increasing bandwidth. 
Alternatively, you may take a more studied approach, identifying and 
classifying the traffic that contends for bandwidth. QoS policies may be 
used to mitigate the impact of congestion on time-sensitive 
applications, effectively allocating more bandwidth to important traffic 
and by limiting the rate of less-critical traffic. And of course you may 
find cases of incorrectly routed (or forbidden) traffic in unexpected 
places. 

Packet Loss 
TCP ensures reliable delivery of data through its sliding window 
approach to managing byte sequences and acknowledgements; this 
sequencing allows a receiver to detect missing data caused by packet 
loss in multi-packet flows, informing the sender via the ACK number. 
Independently, a sender may detect packet loss through its 
retransmission timer. I will look at the performance penalty associated 
with each of these events. Why are some applications seemingly 
unaffected by the same packet loss rate that seems to cripple others? 
From a performance analysis perspective, how do we understand the 
relevance of packet loss and avoid chasing red herrings? Generally, the 
impact of packet loss will depend on both the characteristics of the 
flow and the position of the dropped packet within the flow. 

As I discussed earlier in the section on TCP reliability, a dropped packet 
in a larger flow reduces the sender’s Congestion Window (CWD) by 
50%; in a congested network, this flow control is generally a good 
thing, reducing throughput quickly to allow congestion to subside, 
followed by a more gradual increase of the CWD using a congestion 
avoidance algorithm. While arguments abound about the inefficiency 
of existing congestion avoidance approaches, especially on high-speed 
networks, you can expect to see this behavior in today’s networks. 

Dropped packets in smaller flows are detected by the sender’s 
Retransmission Timer, and sometimes have a much more significant 
impact on performance due to the default initial retransmission 
timeout (RTO) value of 3000 milliseconds. 



 

 

Dynatrace Network Analyzer Illustration 

If you are not using merged client and server trace files, but instead 
relying on a single trace from either the client or server location, 
detecting a dropped packet may require some inference. Consider 
that from the sender’s perspective, you will always see both the initial 
(dropped) packet and the corresponding retransmission; Dynatrace 
Network Analyzer will mark these as packet retransmissions and 
calculate the delta time between the initial packet and the 
retransmitted packet. However, from the receiver’s perspective, you 
will not see the dropped packet—only the (successful) retransmission. 

In the case of a larger flow where a retransmission is triggered by a 
triple duplicate ACK, the retransmitted packet will arrive at the receiver 
out of sequence, after a number of packets from later in the TCP 
stream have already arrived. Dynatrace Network Analyzer will mark 
these in the Error Table as out-of-sequence packets; the delta time will 
be (at a minimum) slightly greater than the link round-trip time. 
Sometimes, load balancers or other devices may also cause packets to 
arrive out of sequence, although no packets were lost. Under these 
conditions, the delta time value will be very small. This characteristic 
should help you to differentiate between these two cases. Generally, 
you should begin with the assumption that out-of-sequence packets 
with larger delta times are retransmissions. 

To illustrate the effect of dropped packets on the sender’s Congestion 
Window, use the Time Plot view. For Series 1, graph the sender’s 
Frames in Transit (or TCP Payload in Transit); this is essentially the 
Congestion Window. For Series 2, graph the Cumulative Error Count in 
both directions. As errors occur, the effect on the Congestion Window 
is clear. 



 

 

 
Fig 21: Time Plot view showing the correlation between packet loss (blue plot) on the 
sender’s Congestion Window (brown plot). 

In the case of a smaller flow, you may see similar evidence of packet 
loss (out-of-sequence packets on the receiving side, retransmissions 
on the sending side), although the delta time may be much greater 
than the round-trip time. This is because there may not be enough 
packets sent for a triple duplicate ACK to trigger a retransmission; 
instead, the sender’s TCP retransmission timer will trigger the 
retransmission. Again, Dynatrace Network Analyzer will mark the 
retransmitted packet in the receiver trace as an out-of-sequence 
packet. 

Finally, in single-packet flows, there will be no evidence of a dropped 
packet in the receiver trace file; instead, there will just be some delay 
(equal to the sender’s retransmission timeout plus node processing 
time) before the retransmitted packet is seen. These delays will be 
assigned to remote node processing—as Client Before Thread if you 
are capturing on the server side, or as Server Processing if you are 
capturing on the client side. For persistent, long-lived TCP connection, 
the invisible retransmission delay will not be very long, perhaps a few 
times the link RTT; in these environments, an occasional dropped 



 

 

packet may not have a significant impact on transaction time. 
However, for transactions that open and close TCP connections 
frequently, a single dropped packet can often add 3 seconds to overall 
transaction time. If you notice an unexpected remote-node delay of 3 
seconds, and the delay occurs early in the life of a new TCP 
connection, you should suspect a dropped packet. 

 

Fig 22: In this server-side trace, the three-second delay between the TCP 3-way 
handshake and the client’s GET request was very likely caused by the loss of the initial 
GET request packet 

For this type of problem in particular, the caveat we mentioned earlier 
(look for consistency) is important; if one in 1000 transactions incurs a 
3-second delay due to a dropped packet, and you happen to capture 
that in your trace, you probably don’t want to spend too much time 
chasing that problem. For the greatest confidence and accuracy, 
however, you should consider the more comprehensive insight 
derived from merging client and server trace files. 

Corrective Actions 

Improving performance where the packet loss is caused by congestion 
would usually mean mitigating the congestion caused by other traffic. 
This might be accomplished in a number of ways including QoS 
policies for priority queuing, reducing background traffic, or increasing 
bandwidth. 

If packet loss is due to other conditions—a faulty network interface, a 
misconfigured queue, or a poor cable connection—then corrective 
actions will require additional sleuthing, looking for a specific interface 
or network segment where the drops are introduced. 



 

 

Receiver Flow Control (Window 0) 
As I discussed in the TCP Behaviors section, a TCP receiver must have 
the ability to control the rate at which traffic arrives. This is to ensure 
that the receive buffer does not overflow when processing bottlenecks 
cause delays in reading the data from the buffer. The receiver uses 
TCP window advertisements for this, informing the sender how much 
buffer space is available; as the buffer fills, the advertised window 
decreases to reflect the reduced space. When the TCP window size 
reaches zero, the sender stops transmitting, waiting for a window 
update. I have also noted that a window size of less than the MSS 
(which is often 1460 bytes) will have the same effect. 

Dynatrace Network Analyzer Illustration 

To evaluate the impact of receiver flow control, use the Time Plot view. 
For Series 1, graph the receiver’s advertised TCP window size. For 
Series 2, graph the sender’s Cumulative Payload sent; use a separate y-
axis. (Make sure you are graphing a single TCP connection or a series 
of sequential TCP connections, not a collection of parallel connections.) 
Look for small or 0 byte windows, and note the corresponding impact 
on throughput. 

 



 

 

Fig 23: This Time Plot view shows the impact of the receiver's advertised TCP window 
(brown) on the sender’s cumulative payload throughput (blue) 

Corrective Actions 

We treat these delays caused by small or 0 window advertisements as 
receiving node processing delays, taking the same investigative steps 
we would if these were pure processing delays (i.e., between request 
or reply flows rather than during the flow). Increasing the receive 
window size may allow the sender to transfer the data more quickly, 
but in most cases this will not significantly speed the transaction; 
instead of sitting in the transmit queue, the data will sit in the receive 
buffer. 

This behavior is not an indication of a network problem, simply a 
receiving node processing constraint. It may be common to observe 
this in LAN environments, especially if the transaction uses SSL 
encryption; the additional processing demand can result in more 
frequent buffer read delays. 

TCP Window Size and the Bandwidth Delay Product 

Each node participating in a TCP connection advertises its available 
buffer space using the TCP window size field. This value identifies the 
maximum amount of data a sender can transmit without receiving 
window update via a TCP acknowledgment; in other words, this is the 
maximum number of bytes in flight—bytes that have been sent, are 
traversing the network, yet remain unacknowledged. Once the sender 
has reached this state and exhausted the receive window, the sender 
must stop and wait for a window update. As we discussed in the TCP 
Behaviors section, high-bandwidth, high-latency networks (or LFNs) 
have large bandwidth delay products, and a smaller TCP window size 
can have a dramatic impact on throughput. This can be especially true 
for large flows, causing the sender to wait frequently for window 
updates. 

Dynatrace Network Analyzer Illustration 

To evaluate a trace for this window size constraint, use the Time Plot 
view. For Series 1, graph the sender’s payload in transit (i.e., bytes in 
flight); for Series 2, graph the receiver’s advertised TCP window, using 
a single y-axis scale for reference. If the payload in transit reaches (or 



 

 

closely approaches) the receive window size, then it is likely that an 
increase in the window size will allow for improved throughput. 

 

Fig 24: This Time Plot view shows the sender's TCP Payload in Transit (blue) reaching 
the receiver's advertised TCP window (brown); the window size is limiting throughput. 

The Bounce Diagram can also be used to illustrate the impact of a TCP 
window constraint, visually underscoring the impact of latency on data 
delivery and subsequent TCP acknowledgements. 



 

 

Fig 25: This Bounce Diagram view illustrates a TCP window constraint; each cluster of 
blue frames represents a complete window's worth of payload, and the sender must 
then wait for window updates. 

Note that the TCP window scaling option is negotiated in the TCP 
three-way handshake as the connection is established. If these 
SYN/SYN/ACK handshake packets do not exist in the trace file, there is 
no way of knowing whether window scaling is active, or more 
accurately, what the scaling value might be. (Hint: if you observe 
window sizes that appear abnormally small—for example, in the range 
of 500 bytes—then it is most likely that window scaling is active; you 
may not know the actual window size, but it will be greater than 64KB.) 

The BDP calculation and configured TCP window sizes are two factors 
that help us to identify the potential throughput of a transaction; I 
discussed these in the TCP Behaviors section. The remaining factor is 
the application itself, specifically the size of individual request or reply 
flows. Only flows that exceed the receiver’s TCP window size will be 
impacted by these TCP window size constraints. Large volume 
transactions that use smaller flows (such as SMB, which may limit read 
or write message sizes to under 64KB) will instead be more likely 
limited by application turns and link latency. To evaluate the impact on 
individual flows, you can split the Node Sending table with the Time 
Plot referenced here. Since each row in the table represents a single 



 

 

flow, selecting a row focuses the graph on a single request or reply 
flow. 

Corrective Actions 

For a TCP window constraint on a LFN, assuming available bandwidth, 
primary solution options focus on increasing the receiver’s TCP 
window or enabling TCP window scaling. Reducing latency, which in 
turn reduces the BDP, will allow greater throughput for a given TCP 
window; relocating a server or optimizing path selection are examples 
of how this reduction in latency might be accomplished. 

Application Chattiness (and Network Latency) 
A chatty transaction has, as an important performance characteristic, a 
large number of remote requests and corresponding replies—we’ve 
referred to these as application turns or network round-trips. The 
negative performance impact of these application turns increases as 
path latency increases, making wide area networks a challenge for 
chatty applications. 

Assuming a transaction’s communications are serialized, each 
application turn incurs the round-trip path delay, including queuing 
delays from congestion that might occur at each hop. To estimate the 
impact of latency on a particular transaction, simply multiply the 
round-trip path delay be the number of application turns. For 
example, given a link with 100 milliseconds of round-trip delay, a 
transaction with 40 application turns will encounter 4 seconds of 
chattiness delay, over and above other delays such as bandwidth and 
server processing. (Parallelization, common in web browsers, will 
mitigate this impact somewhat; it affects the math, not the conclusion.) 
Remember that chattiness isn’t inherently bad; only when coupled 
with network latency does it become a performance problem. 

Dynatrace Network Analyzer Illustration 

Dynatrace Network Analyzer calculates application turns for any TCP-
based communication, whether or not a Thread-level decode exists; 
the count of application turns can be viewed on many graphs and 
tables. It can sometimes be helpful to illustrate the ping-pong effect of 
chattiness using the Bounce Diagram, especially at various zoom 



 

 

levels. You can use the Thread Analysis to focus the Bounce Diagram 
via a split window, selecting the chatty thread (or threads) for display. 

 
Fig 26: These two Bounce Diagram views illustrate a transaction’s chattiness at 
different zoom levels. 

Corrective Actions 

Application-centric corrective actions include combining multiple small 
functions into a single large function; stored procedures and java 
archives (.jar) are examples. Adding parallelization is another example, 
inherent in web browsers, but often difficult or impossible to 
implement in other environments. Asynchronous requests—as in 
AJAX—may decouple the user’s perspective of performance as the 
anticipated requests execute in the background. 

Physical solutions focus on reducing the latency between the client 
and server application components. A common approach is to use a 
thin client solution, where the client logic executes in close physical 
proximity to the server and screen updates and keystrokes are 
transferred across the WAN link. 

Application Windowing 
In some cases, applications may be architected to write data to the 
network interface (the TCP socket) in blocks, rather than as a stream. 



 

 

This is analogous to writing data to disk, or to memory; each block 
must be written successfully and acknowledged before more the next 
block can be written. On the network, each block written will incur (at a 
minimum) the round-trip delay of the path, as the sender must wait 
for the last packet of each block to be acknowledged before continuing 
with the next block. Since the application uses TCP acknowledgements 
(not application-level acknowledgements) for this purpose, these 
blocks are not counted as application turns by Dynatrace Network 
Analyzer. 

I refer to this block mode transmission behavior as application 
windowing, since the behavior—and its goal of reliable data delivery—
are similar to TCP windowing. In the case of application windowing, the 
application’s write block size (not the receiver’s TCP window) dictates 
the maximum bytes in flight, and the larger the bandwidth delay 
product (BDP), the more severe the performance penalty. 

Dynatrace Network Analyzer Illustration 

Detecting and visualizing application windowing can be challenging; 
Dynatrace Network Analyzer counts no application turns to tip you off, 
since the receiving node does not make explicit requests for each 
block of data. We might first suspect a TCP window constraint, as the 
symptoms are quite similar. The Bounce Diagram, for example, shows 
that the sender must wait for TCP acknowledgements before 
transferring more data; a TCP window constraint is visually quite 
similar. 



 

 

 

Fig 27: This Bounce Diagram view illustrates Application Windowing; note the 
similarities to both application chattiness and to a TCP window constraint. Each group 
of data packets carries one block (in this case, 8KB). 

Considering the similarity to a TCP window / BDP constraint, we can 
use the same analysis approach. Graph the sender’s TCP Payload in 
Transit (i.e., bytes in flight) along with the receiver’s advertised TCP 
window. Remember that the Congestion Window, which controls how 
many packets can be sent, will continue to increase until it reaches the 
limit imposed by the receiver’s TCP window size, until congestion is 
detected, or until the application reaches its maximum write block 
size. 

In the case of application windowing, the payload in transit will not 
reach the TCP window limit, but instead level out evenly at exactly the 
application’s write (or read) block size. One hint is that the payload in 
transit value—the application’s block size—will be a multiple of 1024; 
TCP window sizes are usually multiples of the MSS (e.g., 1460*12 = 
17520). Another hint (buried deeper in the evidence) is that the 
sending application will set the TCP Push (PSH) flag in the last packet of 
each block to flush the transmit buffer. 



 

 

 

Fig 28: The application’s read or write block size limits bytes in flight (payload) to a 
multiple of 1024 (in this case, 8192). 

Application Windowing and the Delayed ACK Timer 

Sometimes, the application’s choice of block size may result in an odd 
number of packets on the network. For example, a block size of 4096 
will require 3 packets, assuming a common MSS (packet payload) of 
1460. Similarly, a block size of 16K (16384) will require 11 packets. In 
other cases, a reconfigured MSS—often to accommodate a VPN—may 
also result in blocks that require an odd number of packets. For 
example, an 8K block—which would fit in an even 6 packets with a 
1460 byte MSS—would require 7 packets if the MSS is reconfigured to 
1260. 

Now consider TCP’s common ACK timing; a receiver will ACK every 
second packet, acknowledging a single packet only after the Delayed 
ACK timer expires. The Delayed ACK timer is typically 200 milliseconds. 
Therefore, a block size that results in an odd number of packets will 
incur both the network round-trip time and the Delayed ACK time. 

Note that the Nagle algorithm, which we discuss shortly, can have a 
similar effect, delaying a packet until all previously transmitted packets 
have been acknowledged. In fact, Nagle can combine with application 
windowing, adding a penalty equal to one network round-trip plus two 



 

 

Delayed ACK timers—one for Nagle, one for the final packet in the 
block, for each block of data written. 

 

Fig 29: A reconfigured MSS (1260 bytes) causes one application block (28KB in this 
illustration) to require 23 packets; the Delayed ACK timer adds about 200 milliseconds 
to the delay between blocks 

It should be noted that there might be compelling reasons for 
choosing to write data across the network in block mode. Block mode 
allows the application to keep track of the successful delivery of data, 
instead of relying solely on TCP; as such, the application may offer a 
feature (based on a sync point) to recover from an interrupted transfer 
instead of restarting from the beginning. The application may also be 
able to multiplex data on a single TCP connection, offering important 
parallelization. 

Corrective Actions 

The application-specific corrective action for an application windowing 
constraint is to write in stream mode (vs. block mode); for various 
reasons, this may not be feasible. Mitigating actions include using the 
largest possible block size (writing in 4K blocks will incur 16 times the 
windowing delay as using 64K blocks), and ensuring that each block 
results in an even number of packets. If blocks necessarily result in an 
odd number of packets—perhaps there are multiple MSS 



 

 

configurations that must be supported—then changing the TCP ACK 
frequency to 1 (sending and acknowledgement after every packet) will 
remove the Delayed ACK timer penalty; however, each block will still 
incur the round-trip link delay. 

Starved for Data Condition 
Sometimes, the network interface will be able to transmit data at a 
rate faster than the sending application can deliver to the TCP socket. 
For example, a busy FTP server may momentarily interrupt sending a 
large file because of a disk, memory or CPU bottleneck. These sender 
pauses can be referred to as starved for data conditions; there is 
nothing on the network (no TCP window constraint) preventing an in-
progress request or reply flow from continuing, so the cause must be 
internal to the sending node. They are distinct from the server and 
client processing delays we previously discussed primarily because 
they occur within a flow instead of between request or reply flows. 

Dynatrace Network Analyzer Illustration 

These cases can be more difficult to visualize. Since the condition is 
generally not too common, it is often best to rule out other 
performance bottlenecks before checking for data starvation. When it 
does occur, the condition has the effect of extending the duration of a 
request or reply flow, and starved for data delays are included in 
Dynatrace Network Analyzer’s Node Sending measurements. Sort the 
rate column of the Node Sending Table and split the window with the 
Bounce Diagram; the Bounce Diagram will illustrate the packets 
associated with a sending measurement. For sending measurements 
where you suspect a starved for data condition, look for idle periods of 
time where the sending node’s flow has been interrupted. Importantly, 
a starved for data delay will terminate with the transmission of a data 
packet that resumes the sender’s flow, not a TCP ACK from the 
receiver that might suggest a TCP window constraint. 



 

 

 

Fig 30: The Node Sending table is split with the Bounce Diagram to help illustrate 
Starved for Data conditions; note the pause in transmission that resumes independent 
of any TCP ACK. 

Corrective Actions 

Since a starved for data condition is fundamentally a processing delay 
that occurs within a flow (rather than between request or reply flows), 
corrective actions are the same as for server (or client) processing 
delays discussed earlier; appropriate (platform-specific) monitoring 
tools can shed light on the internal node or application bottleneck. 

The Nagle Algorithm 
As I discussed in the TCP Behaviors section, the Nagle algorithm was 
designed to help reduce network overhead by delaying the 
transmission of a small packet (i.e., <MSS) until all previously 
transmitted packets have been acknowledged. Since most request and 
reply flows will not be an exact multiple of the MSS, the final packet in 
a flow will be held by the sender (if Nagle is enabled) until the 
previously sent packet has been acknowledged. In the best case 
scenario, the result is a penalty of one round-trip delay for the flow. If 
the penultimate packet is an odd-numbered packet, however, then the 
receiver will wait until the Delayed ACK timer expires before sending 
the ACK, adding perhaps 200 milliseconds to the round-trip penalty. 



 

 

 

Fig 31: The HTTP reply includes two data packets; Nagle prevents the last packet from 
being sent until the earlier packet has been acknowledged. The Delayed ACK timer 
adds about 200 milliseconds to the transmission of the reply. 

For larger flows—consider a file download—adding one network 
round-trip, or adding a round-trip plus a delayed ACK timer delay, is 
likely insignificant. But for transactions characterized by a large 
number of smaller flows (chatty transactions), adding these delays to 
each flow can have a devastating impact. Consider a database 
connection; query responses that are delivered in an even number of 
packets will each incur a Delayed ACK penalty; SQL statements that 
may actually complete in less than 1 millisecond on the server may 
take hundreds of milliseconds to respond to the client. 

 

Fig 32: SQL queries with a responses that have an even number of packets are delayed 
by Nagle and the Delayed ACK timer; those with an odd number of packets experience 
no Nagle delay 

Corrective Actions 

Fortunately, Nagle is not frequently enabled. If you suspect Nagle 
based on packet patterns (or just want to check), look for the 
TCP_NODELAY configuration parameter for the host environment. An 
application can also ensure that Nagle is not enabled by using the 
TCP_NODELAY socket call as the socket connection is opened. 

TCP Slow start 
TCP uses a slow start algorithm as it tries to understand the 
characteristics (bandwidth, latency, congestion) of the path supporting 



 

 

a new TCP connection. As I discussed in the TCP Behaviors section, a 
TCP sender uses an internally maintained congestion window (CWD) 
for this purpose. 

Generally, TCP slow start will not be a primary bottleneck. (We don’t 
consider congestion avoidance algorithm here, just the initial slow 
start.) Slow start occurs once per TCP connection, so for many 
transactions there may be no impact. However, we will address at 
least the theoretical case of a TCP slow start bottleneck, some 
influencing factors, and then present an example. 

The Congestion Window uses packets as its metric, beginning with a 
value of two packets and increasing this window as acknowledgements 
are received. We can consider the CWD’s exchanges of data packets 
and subsequent ACKs as TCP turns, or TCP round trips; each exchange 
incurs the round-trip path delay. Therefore, one of the primary factors 
influencing the impact of TCP slow start is network latency. A smaller 
MSS value will result in a larger number of packets—and additional 
TCP turns—as the sending node increases the CWD to reach its upper 
limit. It is possible that with a small MSS (536 Bytes) and high path 
delay (200 msec) that slow start might introduce 3 seconds of delay to 
a transaction as the CWD increases to a receive window limit of 65KB. 

While significant, even a 3-second delay is probably not interesting for 
large file transfers, or for applications that reuse TCP connections. But 
let’s consider a simple web page with 20 page elements, averaging 
about 120KB in size. A misconfigured proxy server prevents persistent 
TCP connections, so we’ll need 20 new TCP connections to load the 
page. Each connection must ramp up through slow start as content is 
downloaded. With a small MSS and/or high latency, each page 
component will experience a significant slow start delay. 

Dynatrace Network Analyzer Illustration 

The Time Plot can be used to help quantify delays associated with TCP 
slow start; simply graph the TCP Frames in Transit. (Since the CWD 
uses frames as its metric, this is essentially a CWD graph.) Be sure to 
graph a single TCP connection; for web pages, you may want to split 
the Thread Analysis view with the Time Plot. 



 

 

 

Fig 33: Time Plot view showing TCP frames in transit, illustrating slow start as the 
Congestion Window increases from 2 to 98. 

You may also visualize TCP slow start using the Bounce Diagram. 

 
Fig 34: The Bounce Diagram can be used to illustrate TCP turns during slow start. 

Corrective Actions 

If you find that TCP slow start’s impact on performance is significant, 
there are a few approaches to mitigating the impact. These include 



 

 

using persistent TCP connections (avoiding frequent slow starts) and 
ensuring the largest MSS possible is used (reducing the TCP turns as 
the congestion window increases). Some appliances—such as load 
balancers and application delivery controllers—permit configuring the 
initial CWD value to a larger value, in turn eliminating some of the 
more expensive early TCP turns; this could provide noticeable benefit 
for high-latency links presuming adequate bandwidth. 

4. Go Forth and Be a Hero 
It’s clear that there are often subtle differences in the implementation 
of various TCP features and specifications; TCP slow start, Congestion 
Avoidance, retransmission timing and even the Nagle algorithm are 
good examples. I have purposely tried to abstract the minutiae of the 
algorithms, describing instead their important indicators or typical 
characteristics, from which most permutations and anomalies should 
be recognizable. We can sometimes get caught up in precision (we 
have nanosecond timestamps!) when estimation is good enough, and I 
leave the discussion on the relative merits of Reno and Tahoe TCP 
implementations to its rightful home on the web. 

The approach I’ve used to introduce the framework and describe the 
analyses is fundamentally tool-agnostic; some products make it (much) 
easier, and your familiarity with (or access to) a particular tool will 
generally dictate your starting point and define your frame of 
reference. I of course use—and therefore frequently reference—
Dynatrace Network Analyzer (a.k.a. Transaction Trace Analysis, a.k.a. 
ApplicationVantage), which is specifically designed to analyze 
application performance; its application decodes, network delay 
analysis, graphics and automated expertise make quick work of 
identifying and proving performance bottlenecks. I also use Wireshark 
when I need better insight into packet-level details; in fact, Dynatrace 
Network Analyzer integrates with Wireshark for this purpose. 

CNSAP 
It can be helpful to categorize the analyses by summarizing the 
framework in tabular views. Realize that many of the behaviors and 
associated bottlenecks are interdependent, complicating the use of a 



 

 

simple client/network/server (CNS) breakdown by straddling two (or 
more) categories. Nevertheless, it is helpful to place each of the 12 
potential constraints into a primary bucket, following an extended CNS 
paradigm where I add application and protocol buckets, as one way to 
visualize the framework. 

Here is my CNSAP table: 

Client Network Server Application Protocol (TCP) 

Client Processing Bandwidth Server Processing Chattiness TCP slow start 

Receiver Flow 
Control (Window 0) 

Congestion Starved for data 
Application 
windowing 

Nagle algorithm 

 Packet loss   TCP Window (BDP) 

 

Application Sensitivity 
Another helpful way to categorize performance problems is by their 
relationship, or their sensitivity, to the physical application delivery 
infrastructure; this physical infrastructure can be abstracted to 
processing nodes (client and server), network bandwidth, and network 
latency. By suggesting that an application is sensitive to a particular 
physical constraint, we mean that application performance is more 
likely to be impacted by fluctuations in that constraint, or by behaviors 
that closely interact with the constraint. 

Here is my Application Sensitivity table: 

If your physical environment can be 
characterized by: 

Then your application is more likely to 
exhibit performance constraints 
related to: 

Limited bandwidth 

Bandwidth (serialization) 

Congestion 

Packet loss 



 

 

High latency (RTT) 

TCP window (BDP) 

Application chattiness 

Application windowing 

TCP slow start 

Nagle 

Limited node processing  

Client processing 

Server processing 

Starved for data 

TCP Window 0 

 

 

I’ll reiterate an earlier universal tip; look for consistency. It is always 
worthwhile to capture and evaluate multiple samples of a problem; 
this practice can help you avoid chasing red herrings, instead focusing 
your efforts on consistent and meaningful performance constraints. 
On the other hand, if you are troubleshooting intermittent slowdowns, 
anomalies may be important; capturing a fleeting problem may in fact 
be the most difficult part of the assignment. 

Finally, let’s keep in mind the bigger picture, one that will ultimately 
impact the way we do our jobs. APM and AANPM solutions are 
becoming more sophisticated and more capable at detecting and 
diagnosing performance problems for you (and someday will begin to 
take corrective actions.) Raw trace file analysis as a discipline will 
change (some of us may reminisce about the days of analyzing 
operating system crashes via hex dumps), replaced in part by expert 
systems that analyze packet streams in real time, or that can post-
process trace files to identify performance constraints for you. To 
some extent these systems exist today and can reliably point out many 
common performance bottlenecks. That leaves the uncommon 
problems—the mischief caused by such gremlins as stack bugs, 
protocol spoofers, and application follies—for those of us who enjoy 
the challenges. 
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